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With these two masks available, the output arrays can be prepared using a sequence of shift and logical operations. The shift operations align the eight elements ... 
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Color Synthesis Modern color CCD and CMOS image sensors use a mosaic of CFA material over a 2D array of photo detectors. This allows visible light centered around the wavelengths associated with visible light humans perceive as red, green, and blue to be measured. Instead of three separate M×N arrays for each of the colors, a single array with a mosaic pattern of CFA materials is used. Some positions in the array measure the green signal, and others the red and blue. For each position (x,y) in the array, two of the three components needed for a 24-bit RGB pixel are missing. The Bayer pattern and synthesized 24-bit color is illustrated in Figure 14.13.
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Figure 14.13 Bayer Pattern and Synthesized Color



Color synthesis algorithms are designed to generate the missing red, green, and blue components of a color image. This effectively allows three M×N arrays to be generated from a single M×N input array. The Bayer pattern CFA is a one of the most popular formats for digital color imaging. A green filter material is applied to half of the array by interleaving it with red and blue material. For an array size of M×N, there are a total of M×N/2 green elements, and M×N/4 elements each for the red and blue channels. The synthesis of the missing color components at each position in the array may be accomplished using both standard and proprietary techniques. In general, the algorithms will display varying degrees of both complexity and visual quality. Depending on the intended purpose both low and high complexity algorithms may be used in an image capture system.
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In a digital camera application, a low resolution digital viewfinder is used instead of optics. The viewfinder is used to compose the scene prior to a higher resolution still capture. Low complexity algorithms are well suited to the digital viewfinder task in a digital camera; however, the more complex algorithms are usually preferred for still images. This is as a result of the fact that artifacts are often better tolerated due to temporal averaging. The simplest algorithms display a well-structured sequence of operations using a fixed access or filtering pattern for every pixel. The more complex algorithms often include an adaptation scheme based on some measured image parameter. Since artifacts tend to occur more often around edges, edge-based adaptation is fairly common and can yield drastic improvements in visual quality. However, using edge strength for adaptive control can require significant computation overhead. This section examines how to best apply Intel Wireless MMX technology to one of the most basic color synthesis schemes, the Nearest Neighbor Replication.



Nearest Neighbor Replication The nearest neighbor replication algorithm is used to generate a 24-bit RGB image from the raw Bayer pattern. The algorithm is very straightforward and just replicates the nearest neighbor at each location in the array by copying the nearest pixel. The Bayer pattern has two different types of rows; the odd rows have red and green interleaved, and the even rows have green and blue interleaved. The nearest neighbor for the red or green pixels within a RGRG row is either the left or right nearest pixel element of that color. Similarly within the GBGB rows, either a left or right neighbor can be used. However, for the RGRG rows, there are no measured blue pixels and for the GBGB rows, there are no measured red pixels. In these cases, elements from either the upper or lower rows may be used.



Missing Green Pixels Half of the locations within the raw Bayer image require you to provide an estimate of the green component for the final 24-bit color image. In Figure 14.14, the replication of adjacent pixels is illustrated for the green channel with the nearest left neighbor being use to fill in the missing locations for the even rows and a nearest right replication for the odd rows.
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Figure 14.14 An Alternating Left/Right Nearest Neighbor Replication for the Green



Plane



The Bayer pattern has rows of alternating red/green and green/blue pixels. Generation of the missing green pixels is a straightforward replication of left or right neighbors. The red and blue pixels require a modified approach since measured values exist on alternating rows.



Missing Blue Pixels Only one fourth of the blue pixels needed to compose the blue plane for the RGB image actually exist as measured values. This means that 75 percent of the blue channel need to be generated using a replication scheme. One way to think about the operation is in 2×2 blocks. A 2×2 block is scanned across the image in steps of two pixels at a time. For each step, the measured blue pixel is replicated in three of the four locations. One way to perform the replication is to use a nearest right neighbor replication for the even rows, GBGB…, and duplicate the elements for the previous odd rows. Figure 14.15 illustrates a possible replication scheme for the blue plane.
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Figure 14.15 An Alternating Left/Right Nearest Neighbor Replication for the Green



Plane



Missing Red Pixels The measured red pixels are only one fourth the total needed to compose the red plane for a 24-bits-per-pixel RGB image. A similar approach to replication for the blue plane can also be applied to the red plane. Figure 14.16 illustrates a possible replication scheme for the red pixels.



Figure 14.16 An Alternating Left/Right Nearest Neighbor Replication for the Green



Plane
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The only difference is that the red pixels are shifted by one element with respect to the blue within the matrix. This makes it easier to perform a nearest right neighbor replication followed by row duplication for the next row.



Color Synthesis Using NNR An efficient NNR replication scheme will minimize the number of instructions issued. For every pixel load there will always be three store operations. So restricting the implementation to work in multiples of eight is a good start, since you can use double-word load and store operations exclusively. This is important because load store traffic is a major contributor to the overall cycle consumption. The real challenge is in minimizing the data formatting operations. The NNR algorithm can be developed using a global replication scheme. That is, if red is being generated by a nearest left replication, the blue and green are also be replicated in this fashion. This allows a simple C code implementation but can result in cumbersome assembly code. The application of the same left or right replacement scheme for all of the rows in the raw Bayer image introduces unnecessary operations. The operations occur as a result of boundary pixels either on the borders of the array or within a double word that do not have a nearest left or right neighbor. A more efficient approach for an Intel Wireless MMX implementation is to alternate left and right replications. Table 14.3 provides a summary of the replication scheme. Table 14.3 Pixel Type



Summary of Nearest Neighbor Replacement Scheme Odd Rows



Even Rows



(RGRG…)



(GBGB…)



R



Nearest Left



Previous row



B



Nearest Right



Previous row



G



Nearest Right



Nearest Left



There are two advantages in applying this approach. The first is that alternating between left and right helps to reduce the blocking artifact, and the second is that the entire algorithm can be performed without having to align any data elements across a doubleword boundary. The input Bayer pattern pixels and the replicated values need to be interleaved. So your first step is to isolate the color components from each group of eight pixels. Using two different masks that alternate 0x00
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with 0xFF enables you to zero out every other pixel in a double word by applying the WAND instruction. One mask is used to isolate the even elements, and the other is used to isolate the odd elements. Using the TBCSTH instruction these masks can be easily constructed in wR15 and wR14 as follows: mov tbcsth mov tbcsth



r6, #0x00FF wR15, r6 r6, #0xFF00 wR14, r6



@ @ @ @



setup byte mask wR15 -> 0x00FF00FF00FF00FF setup byte mask wR14 -> 0xFF00FF00FF00FF00



With these two masks available, the output arrays can be prepared using a sequence of shift and logical operations. The shift operations align the eight elements within a double word left or right by one byte. A control register is preloaded with the immediate value #8 using the TMCR instruction to support the operation. mov tmcr



r6, #8 wCGR0, r6



@ shift operand



With the mask setup and shift operand in one of the control registers, the formatting operations can now be performed using the WSRR/WSLL, WAND, and a WOR instruction group. For example, if wR0 is loaded with eight elements from an odd row, the following sequence can be used to construct eight pixels for the green plane and 16 pixels for the red plane. wand wand wsrahg wsllhg wor wor



wR5,wR0,wR15 wR6,wR0,wR14 wR7,wR5,wCGR0 wR8,wR6,wCGR0 wR7,wR5,wR7 wR8,wR6,wR8



@ @ @ @ @ @



isolate green G,0,G,0.. isolate red 0,R,0,R... shift green 0,G,0,G,.. shift red R,0,R,0... pack odd row green pack odd/even row red



The next step is to decide how to best address the input and output image arrays. There are measured green pixels on each row and measured red/blue pixels on every other row. For each left/right replicated group of eight pixels for red and blue, the same data needs to be stored on adjacent rows in the output. It is clear that working on two rows at a time using even and odd pointers to the input array and the red, green, and blue output planes is needed. This means you will need to manage a total of six pointers during the calculation and also manage a nested loop. Fortunately, the Intel XScale register file is large enough to support complex 2D addressing schemes by acting as an address generator in addition to performing loop management functions. One possible assignment of the Intel XScale registers is as follows:
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r0, r3 Æ input image even and odd row pointers r1, r4 Æ output image red plane even/odd row pointers r5, r6 Æ output image green plane even/odd row pointers r7, r8 Æ output image blue plane even/odd row pointers r9,r10 Æ Outer/Inner Loop Counter (Row/Column count)



The Intel Wireless MMX assembly code using this approach is illustrated in Figure 14.17. Chapter16\Colorsynth_NNR_8u8u.s 338 339 340 341 342 343 344 345 346 347 348 349 350 351 352 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 363 364 365 366 367 368 369 370 371 372 373



@ @ @ @ @ @



wR14 -> wR15 -> r0,r3 = r1,r4 = r5,r6 = r7,r8 =



0x00,0xFF,0x00,0xFF,0x00,0xFF,0x00,0xFF 0xFF,0x00,0xFF,0x00,0xFF,0x00,0xFF pointer to row(n),row(n+1) input bayer pointer to row(n),row(n+1) output red pointer to row(n),row(n+1) output green pointer to row(n),row(n+1) output blue



outer_loop: wldrd wR0,[r0],#8 @ load odd row RGRG... mov r10, #N @ setup inner loop count wldrd wR1,[r3],#8 @ load even row GBGB... inner_loop: wand wR5,wR0,wR15 @ isolate green G,0,G,0.. wand wR6,wR0,wR14 @ isolate red 0,R,0,R... wsrahg wR7,wR5,wCGR0 @ shift green 0,G,0,G,.. wsllhg wR8,wR6,wCGR0 @ shift red R,0,R,0... wor wR7,wR5,wR7 @ pack odd row green wstrd wR7.[r5],#8 @ store odd green pixels wor wR8, wR6,wR8 @ pack odd row red wstrd wR7,[r1], #8 @ store odd red pixels wstrd wR7,[r4], #8 @ store even red pixels wand wR5,wR1,wR15 @ isolate green 0,G,0,G,0 wand wR6,wR1,wR14 @ isolate blue B,0,B,0,... wsllhg wR7,wR5,wCGR0 @ shift green G,0,G,0,... wsrahg wR8,wR6,wCGR0 @ shift blue 0,B,0,B,... wor wR7,wR5,wR7 @ pack even row green wstrd wR7.[r6],#8 @ store even green pixels wor wR8, wR6,wR8 @ pack odd row blue wstrd wR7,[r7], #8 @ store odd blue pixels wstrd wR7,[r8],#8 @ store even blue pixels wldrd wR0,[r0],#8 @ load odd row RGRG... subs r10, #8 @ inner loop count wldrd wR1,[r3],#8 @ load even row GBGB... bne inner_loop subs r9, #2 @ outer loop count bne outer_loop
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Figure 14.17 Intel Wireless MMX™ Assembly Code the Column Transform for a 3×3



Separable 2D Convolution



The inner loop consists of 22 instructions with six double-word stores resulting in a total of 28 cycles for preparing 16 pixels of each color. This translates into 1.75 cycles for every 24-bit RGB triad. A 640×480 capture stream at 30 frames per second will consume about 16 megahertz for this function. The benefits in terms of computational efficiency are obvious since no arithmetic is involved and the entire operation can be accomplished by shifts and logical operations. The simplicity of the implementation has drawbacks and image quality can be impacted by introduction of block and edge artifacts. For this reason, the algorithm is for the most part, unacceptable for still images. But for video preview at high frame rates most of the problems can be averaged away.
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